
   

 

 

NOBLE LAKESIDE PARK NHW NEWSLETTER MARCH 2017 

OUR THANKS TO KINGSCLIFF POLICE STATION AND THE GOOD GUYS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT. 
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH NEWSLETTERS ETC ARE NOT CLASSIFIED AS JUNK 
MAIL. 

SHORT MYSTERY STORY 
I had a call recently from a concerned resident in regard to a lady who lives alone at Noble Park, It 
appears that the lady left a gardening glove on a small table in her car port. The mystery is how did 
this gardening glove get burnt, I was shown a picture on the concerned residents tablet so I know 
something has caused the mystery, is this a prank by some kid that wondered in of the street? Or 
something more sinister. At this point I do not see this as a major problem except for the lady who 
was quite upset. I would warn all residents NOT to keep any inflammable product in the car port that 
can be seen, better to be safe than sorry. 
 
They are out and about again the TRAVELLING CONMAN so watch out. These cons have been 
reported in the Northern Rivers and Queensland and could easily decide to hit the Tweed watch out 
for any person who bangs on your door and offers you a deal that is hard to refuse, you will find 
that they will want money upfront and that will be the last you see of them. By what we hear they 
target the senior citizen, they are smooth talkers with an Irish accent. But whatever the nationality 
walk away do not get involved, these people are slick so watch out. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
GOOD NEWS 

Local plain clothes police targeted major stores at Tweed City and Bunnings recently and made a 
number of arrests, this is due to an increase in shoplifting in these areas. It does appear that the 
success of this operation was such that police will probably carry out this exercise again at some stage. 

TWEED COAST CRIME ONLY. 
                                             DEC    JAN     FEB 
Assaults                               19       21       11      
Break & Enter                       7       12         9 
Fraud                                      4         2         5   
Located Vehicle                    5         1         6          
Malicious Damage               5       15         1 
Stealing                                21       39       15 
Stolen Vehicle                       5         4          3 

NOTE - STEALING HAS STILL BEEN A PROBLEM OVER THE LAST THREE MONTHS ALONG 
WITH ASSAULTS. POLICE ARE SHOWING ZERO TOLERANCE ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

REPORT CRIME IMMEDIATELY. 
 

DO YOU LOCK YOUR CAR BEFORE GOING TO BED? 


